
BivariateBivariate measurement datameasurement data

Let to consider the description of data sets concerning twotwo variables, x and y, 
each measured on a numerical scale.

Thus, two numerical observations (x,y) are recorded for each sampling unit.

These observations are pairedpaired in the sense that an (x,y) pair rises from the same 
sampling unit. For n sampling units, we can write the measurement pairs as:
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univariate distribution or 
marginal distribution



A major purpose of collecting bivariate data is to answer such 
question as:

9Are the variables related?

9What form of relationship is indicated by the data?

9Can we quantify the strength of their relationship?

9Can we predict one variable from the other?

An important first step in studying the relationship between 
two variables is to graph the data. The resulting diagram is 

called a scatter diagram.



Table of Table of bivariatebivariate datadata

Scatter diagramScatter diagram
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Covariance: the strength of a Covariance: the strength of a bivariatebivariate relationshiprelationship



Let to have x = [6,7,8,9,10] and y =[80,60,70,40,0], first we 
have to calculate the mean of the univariate (marginal 

distributions):

Next we can compute the 
covariancecovariance:



Standardising  covariance: the correlation coefficientStandardising  covariance: the correlation coefficient



Let to consider again the vectors x = [6,7,8,9,10] and y 
=[80,60,70,40,0], first we have to calculate the standard 

deviation of the univariate (marginal distributions):



Using these results with the covariance computed previously, we found 
that:

The correlation of -0.90 indicates that the relationship is downward sloping and 
that it is close to a straight line. The figure will provide an image of this strong 

negative correlation!
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� Analyse the  univariate behaviour of H and C by using box 
plot and/or dot plot;

� Summarise the univariate statistical data;

� Calculate covariance and correlation and plot the scatter 
diagram
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H C
N of Cases 11 11

Minimum 2.000 7.30

Maximum 120 110

Range 118 103

Interquartile Range 73.25 65.00

Median 38.00 50.00

Arithmetic Mean 48.53 56.46

Geometric Mean 25.81 41.33

Standard Deviation 50 36.83

Variance 1,722 1,357

Coefficient of Variation 0.86 0.65
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Correlations

1.000 .891**
. .000

17220.98 13625.40

1722.098 1362.540
11 11

.891** 1.000

.000 .

13625.40 13566.31

1362.540 1356.631
11 11

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Sum of Squares and
Cross-products
Covariance
N
Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
Sum of Squares and
Cross-products
Covariance
N

H

C

H C

Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).**. 



SummarisingSummarising  



Positive r indicates positive 
association between the variables 
and negative r indicates negative 

association.

The correlation r always falls 
between -1 and 1.

Because r uses standard scores, the 
correlation between x and y does not 
change when we change the units of 

the variables.

Correlation ignores the distinction 
between explanatory and response 

variables.

Correlation measures the strength of 
only straight line association 

between two variables 

correlation made 
visible



Like the mean and the standard deviation the correlation is strongly 
affected by a few outlyingoutlying observations. 

Use r with caution when outliersoutliers appear in the scatterplot!



Moreover r is not 
appropriate when data 

are clustered!



Correspondence between the values of r and the 
amount of scatterscatter


